JCSU Executive Committee Meeting
June 21st 2021 on Zoom
Present (10): the President (Jacob Powell, in the Chair),the Secretary (Lewis Westwood Flood), the
Male Welfare Officer (Angus Harron), the Environmental & Ethical Affairs Officer (Ellie Doran), the
Freshers’ Officers (Bella Manfredi & Maddie Mitchell),the Services Officer (Will Zeng), the Women’s
and Non-Binary Officer (Mojola Akinyemi), the LGBT+ Officer (Jack Ward), and the Communications
Officer (Victoria Adjei).
Apologies (3): the Vice-President (Estelle Cho Lin Wing), the Access Officer (Robyn Briggs), and the
International Students’ Officer (Tara Khanna).
Absent (6): the Ents Officers (Cian Fielden & Ben Millard), the Treasurer (Matthew Chan), the Female
Welfare Officer (Eva Timlin), the Ethnic & Religious Minorities Officer (Imran Mulla), and the Mental
Health & Disabilities Officer (Immie Parsley).
Observers Present (1): the Mental Health & Disabilities Officer-elect (Katherine Harris).

One Minute Summary
This is not a substitute for the minutes and is not an official record.

●

Test Today! It is vital that all students who are in College and are eligible take part
in the Asymptomatic Testing Programme. PHE are gravely concerned with the state
of cases in the Uni, and there is a risk they will ask that accommodation blocks are
put into isolation and supervised mass testing is performed if the testing rate isn’t
high enough.

●

Did someone say free Gelato? Keep an eye out for an email and Facebook post to
claim a free scoop in the next couple of days.

●

Enjoy the long vacation :)

Minutes
Meeting opened at 19:10.

1.0 - Approval of the Draft Minutes from the May 31st 2021
The Committee APPROVED the draft minutes as the official record.

2.0 - COVID-19
2.1 - General Updates
-

Jacob: About half of isolating cases in College are waiting on PCR confirmations, but
likely most will stay in iso. Really need to push people to test tomorrow, really
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important to stopping cases, and we need to text people. Also will check pidges for
tests not taken. Currently the risk of PHE coming in and doing Surge Testing if
testing is low. Most Colleges are facing similar waves, including President of the CSU.
Also working on care packages for isolations, and also an issue of graduation being
pretty radically scaled back if cases are up.
-

Angus: Leases and if someone goes into iso? Jacob: College have confirmed no charge
for extra days in accommodation while isolating.

-

Lewis: What is the situation with the JCSU providing welfare support if we’ve all gone
home? Jacob: Pretty big issue, especially as College should be providing support. But
we can adjust, and it’s a matter of keeping people connected and aware.

-

Ellie: When does Caff stop being open? Will it stay open for isolation boxes? Jacob:
Will ask.

-

Jacob: Just got email from College, Corpus Christi are being surge tested. Maddie: If
that happens, testing becomes supervised. Ellie: We should probably use that as an
example of what will happen if testing goes badly.

-

Jacob: Think we all, as Committee members, have a duty to spread the testing
message to friend groups, and years. And also stress the issue of lateral flow tests,
especially given they’re free.

3.0 - Garden Party Changes and Replacement
-

Jacob: Garden party cancelled, not a JCSU discussion as Geoff said without basis, but would
have been cancelled with these outbreaks anyway. Katherine and Will have put so much work
into free Jack’s Gelatos ice cream vouchers. I will personally go and get ice cream for those in
iso. A form will go out, will try and time so it’s after testing. Cost about 700 quid, but we have
a lot to spend and it seems worth it.

-

Bella: Has the drinks with the Master been cancelled? Jacob: Not sure yet, will likely depend
on testing.

4.0 - Freshers/Refreshers Updates
-

Jacob: Me, Maddie, and Bella have a meeting tomorrow to thrash out the timetable(s), and we
will then meet with College to help sort that out.

-

Mojola: Need for consent workshops with dedicated slots, and small grounds of 10ish to
discuss the issue. Jacob: We will make sure we organise it around liberation officers and
welfare concerns.

-

Maddie: Left quite a lot of time for workshops in the timetable, so will work with everyone on
that. Mojola: Perfect, workshop is about an hour and a half and important to get it right.

-

Ellie: We need an environment workshop for bins, and how to use them. And other green
stuff. Bella: Have included introductory stuff on the timetable, so all is well.

-

Jacob: Will include all the introduction stuff, and can work through making videos and the
like to refresh the previous covid focused introduction videos.
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-

Maddie: As we work on freshers’ handbook, will be nice to get a short paragraph from
everyone.

5.0 - SolidariTee
-

Jacob: Jess should have been in contact with everyone, especially as it’s so important and we
sadly cannot donate directly.

6.0 - Any other business [AOB]
Any business not raised before the meeting may be raised by an Officer under this agenda point for a
lengthier discussion. Points raised during the meeting may also be deferred to this point by the Secretary or
President.

6.1 - Period Provision in Roost Toilets
-

Mojola: Why is there only period provision in Roost toilets? Who should I speak to ?
Jacob: Manciple, he won’t be aware of the problem but he should be able to fix it.

6.2 - OGM Work
-

Lewis apologised for failing to organise an OGM, noted an early OGM to approve
previous motions and Constitution/Standing Order changes being worked on by
Lewis and Jacob.

Meeting closed at 19:32.
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